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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A mule application designed to fulfil two requirements

a) Processing files are synchronously from an FTPS server to a back-end database using VM intermediary queues for load balancing

VM events

b) Processing a medium rate of records from a source to a target system using batch job scope

Considering the processing reliability requirements for FTPS files, how should VM queues be configured for processing files as well as

for the batch job scope if the application is deployed to Cloudhub workers?

Options: 
A- Use Cloud hub persistent queues for FTPS files processing

There is no need to configure VM queues for the batch jobs scope as it uses by default the worker's disc for VM queueing

B- Use Cloud hub persistent VM queue for FTPS file processing

There is no need to configure VM queues for the batch jobs scope as it uses by default the worker's JVM memory for VM queueing

C- Use Cloud hub persistent VM queues for FTPS file processing

Disable VM queue for the batch job scope

D- Use VM connector persistent queues for FTPS file processing Disable VM queue for the batch job scope



Answer: 
C

Question 2
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Which of the below requirements prevent the usage of Anypoint MQ in a company's network? (Choose two answers)

Options: 
A- single message payload can be up to 15 MB

B- payloads must be encrypted

C- the message broker must be hosted on premises

D- support for point-to-point messaging

E- ability for a third party outside the company's network to consume events from the queue

Answer: 
C, D



Question 3
Question Type: MultipleChoice

An insurance company has an existing API which is currently used by customers. API is deployed to customer hosted Mule runtime

cluster. The load balancer that is used to access any APIs on the mule cluster is only configured to point to applications hosted on the

server at port 443.

Mule application team of a company attempted to deploy a second API using port 443 but the application will not start and checking logs

shows an error indicating the address is already in use.

Which steps must the organization take to resolve this error and allow customers to access both the API's?

Options: 
A- Change the base path of the HTTP listener configuration in the second API to a different one from the first API

B- Set HTTP listener configuration in both API's to allow for connections from multiple ports

C- Move the HTTP listener configurations from the API's and package them in a mule domain project using port 443

D- Set the HTTP listener of the second API to use different port than the one used in the first API

Answer: 
C



Question 4
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A company is implementing a new Mule application that supports a set of critical functions driven by a rest API enabled, claims payment

rules engine hosted on oracle ERP. As designed the mule application requires many data transformation operations as it performs its

batch processing logic.

The company wants to leverage and reuse as many of its existing java-based capabilities (classes, objects, data model etc.) as possible

What approach should be considered when implementing required data mappings and transformations between Mule application and

Oracle ERP in the new Mule application?

Options: 
A- Create a new metadata RAML classes in Mule from the appropriate Java objects and then perform transformations via Dataweave

B- From the mule application, transform via theXSLT model

C- Transform by calling any suitable Java class from Dataweave

D- Invoke any of the appropriate Java methods directly, create metadata RAML classes and then perform required transformations via

Dataweave



Answer: 
C

Question 5
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A project team is working on an API implementation using the RAML definition as a starting point. The team has updated the definition to

include new operations and has published a new version to exchange. Meanwhile another team is working on a mule application

consuming the same API implementation.

During the development what has to be performed by the mule application team to take advantage of the newly added operations?

Options: 
A- Scaffold the client application with the new definition

B- Scaffold API implementation application with the new definition

C- Update the REST connector from exchange in the client application

D- Update the API connector in the API implementation and publish to exchange



Answer: 
C

Question 6
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A project team is working on an API implementation using the RAML definition as a starting point. The team has updated the definition to

include new operations and has published a new version to exchange. Meanwhile another team is working on a mule application

consuming the same API implementation.

During the development what has to be performed by the mule application team to take advantage of the newly added operations?

Options: 
A- Scaffold the client application with the new definition

B- Scaffold API implementation application with the new definition

C- Update the REST connector from exchange in the client application

D- Update the API connector in the API implementation and publish to exchange

Answer: 



C

Question 7
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Which of the below requirements prevent the usage of Anypoint MQ in a company's network? (Choose two answers)

Options: 
A- single message payload can be up to 15 MB

B- payloads must be encrypted

C- the message broker must be hosted on premises

D- support for point-to-point messaging

E- ability for a third party outside the company's network to consume events from the queue

Answer: 
C, D



Question 8
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A mule application designed to fulfil two requirements

a) Processing files are synchronously from an FTPS server to a back-end database using VM intermediary queues for load balancing

VM events

b) Processing a medium rate of records from a source to a target system using batch job scope

Considering the processing reliability requirements for FTPS files, how should VM queues be configured for processing files as well as

for the batch job scope if the application is deployed to Cloudhub workers?

Options: 
A- Use Cloud hub persistent queues for FTPS files processing

There is no need to configure VM queues for the batch jobs scope as it uses by default the worker's disc for VM queueing

B- Use Cloud hub persistent VM queue for FTPS file processing

There is no need to configure VM queues for the batch jobs scope as it uses by default the worker's JVM memory for VM queueing

C- Use Cloud hub persistent VM queues for FTPS file processing

Disable VM queue for the batch job scope

D- Use VM connector persistent queues for FTPS file processing Disable VM queue for the batch job scope



Answer: 
C

Question 9
Question Type: MultipleChoice

An insurance company has an existing API which is currently used by customers. API is deployed to customer hosted Mule runtime

cluster. The load balancer that is used to access any APIs on the mule cluster is only configured to point to applications hosted on the

server at port 443.

Mule application team of a company attempted to deploy a second API using port 443 but the application will not start and checking logs

shows an error indicating the address is already in use.

Which steps must the organization take to resolve this error and allow customers to access both the API's?

Options: 
A- Change the base path of the HTTP listener configuration in the second API to a different one from the first API

B- Set HTTP listener configuration in both API's to allow for connections from multiple ports

C- Move the HTTP listener configurations from the API's and package them in a mule domain project using port 443



D- Set the HTTP listener of the second API to use different port than the one used in the first API

Answer: 
C

Question 10
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A company is implementing a new Mule application that supports a set of critical functions driven by a rest API enabled, claims payment

rules engine hosted on oracle ERP. As designed the mule application requires many data transformation operations as it performs its

batch processing logic.

The company wants to leverage and reuse as many of its existing java-based capabilities (classes, objects, data model etc.) as possible

What approach should be considered when implementing required data mappings and transformations between Mule application and

Oracle ERP in the new Mule application?

Options: 
A- Create a new metadata RAML classes in Mule from the appropriate Java objects and then perform transformations via Dataweave



B- From the mule application, transform via theXSLT model

C- Transform by calling any suitable Java class from Dataweave

D- Invoke any of the appropriate Java methods directly, create metadata RAML classes and then perform required transformations via

Dataweave

Answer: 
C
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